in keeping with the times, it looks as though course XXVII couples will ride the crest of the wave while the mid winter of L.P.C. weekend runs its course. Bobby Anderson, housefather from "The Captain," has been given the task of "that other" "spotlight program," and looks entertaining in the bulk of the Copley Plaza at nine-thirty. Honor, of a sort, will make its appearance in the form of Your Dog's first issue of the year, and, as new fire laws prohibit ample space table, we predict many interesting and humorous incidents will be furnished by the various playing arrangements devised in the course of the evening. Private parties in other portions of the building will be held, with the table shortage an excuse, and it will be quite apparent according to last reports from the fraternity front. Frustration cease at the Copley at ten-thirty, from this point the party boys will carry on until time for the boys in blue to report back to the ship at six A.M. for entertainment early on Saturday, we have nothing more interesting to offer than several fifty minute pages in glasses—she's going to change on Saturday. The Navy will take over at six and provide amusement in the form of a few cabaret songs before the concert will be fast. After breakfast, captain's inspections, sprucing up, and perhaps a chat with you with a P.C.T. or so, will provide ample excuse to both boys and girls until the regional review the following afternoon. As soon as this is over the hands of the entertainers most engineers will head for the part on the other side of the river to get in before the fun and the punch—come on to the party.

**Music Notes**

This week The Tech presents the last of a series of columns discussing various aspects of music.

Big news for all music lovers this week is the Deco-Pictorial contract. Although complete details have not been released, it is certain that Deco and World Transcriptions have signed a deal. This is a compromise that does great respect to the musicians. Apparently it has been left up to the union to decide what should or should not be performed. Now "sides" should come out of this period of musical stagnation and we'll all get some of the first releases. Those of us who go for classical music are on the lookout for the "Beethoven" (Pictorial) to sign with Columbia.

For jazz lovers this whole period has been but the beginning. No less than two Deco's have been put out by Deco of the best Brunswick masters of the 1926-27 era. These will be reviewed in this column from time to time.

**Symbol of Service**

This emblem is familiar throughout the nation as a symbol of a well-trained team, integrated for service and supreme dedication. This emblem is familiar throughout the nation as

**in peace and war**

This emblem is familiar throughout the nation as a symbol of a well-trained team, integrated for service and supreme dedication.